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Welcome and Acknowledgement of Country

Meeting commenced at 6:01 pm
Michael Ulph (Chair)
Acknowledgement of country.
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Meeting agenda



Welcome and meeting opening



Apologies



Acceptance of minutes from the last meeting



Project update



CRG questions and answers



All other business



Next meeting / Meeting close
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Welcome and meeting opening

Michael Ulph welcomes the committee and notes apologies.
Darren Gray attended representing Cessnock City Council on
behalf of the Mayor as temporary replacement for Morgan
Campbell.
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Last meeting minutes

Moved: Kerry McNaughton
Seconded: Toby Thomas
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5

Project update

Andrew Walker: We have continued with our early works, and
we’ve actually finished loading busbar now from the super
structure removal project.
We’ve finished all the pot de-lining, but we’ve still got a bit more
pulverising to do in the bake furnace area.
We are towards the end of the asbestos remova. There is only a
few areas on site left.
That’s everything else - bulk oil product removal, power supply.
Busbar removal is now finished; you will notice the pad is clear
now. Pot de-lining was completed on 25th November. We had
our occupational hygienist come through and inspect the shells.
Just some minor spot cleaning is required. It’s mainly a few bits
of brick residue.
Once we have done that he will sign off and we will send that
through to council, which is one of their conditions of consent
prior to demolition.

This is a photo showing some guys cleaning some of the white
residue, the sodium salt in the pot shells. That’s the bake
furnace area, we are just doing some pulverising of first cut,
down to minus 50 mm. Some of the material we are storing in
shed 3, which is the area where Regain use to be, progressively
moving it back to the bake furnace and pulverising.
Regarding the metal pads, we have recycled 500 tonnes that
went to Weston Aluminium, got some thicker metal pads, mainly
out of line 1. Some problems, Weston weren’t able to process
those, they’re too thick, so we are just looking at options, how to
cut it, with shears or a saw to make it a bit easier to recycle.
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Toby Thomas: Are you tolling those pads or selling them?
Andrew Walker: We are tolling through Weston Aluminium.
Leanne is looking at how that went commercially then we will
make a decision on the rest.
We finished recycling all the collector bars from the pot de-lining,
5200 tonnes of steel recycled.
Brad Wood: What happens to the pots?
Andrew Walker: The pots will be part of the demolition contract,
they will get lanced or sheared into smaller pieces and sent off
site with all the scrap for recycling.

We have got a few areas left on site for the asbestos removal.
In the buffer zone, we have been removing asbestos and
demolishing some of the buildings. 18 Bowditch Ave and
Wangara. In the chicken shed at 18 Bowditch we had to remove
a lot of asbestos. There is a lot of asbestos buried in the ground,
and mixed with concrete. Concrete footings had to be removed
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and we had to get clearance on that from our hygienist before
we could start demolition.
That was finished a few weeks ago.
At Wangara, again, we have a lot of asbestos to remove from
the sheds first. Last week and this week we have been
demolishing.
Oil recycling has been continuing. We are not doing any more
hydraulic oil at this stage, we’ve finished all of that. We are
focusing now on all our gearboxes on bucket elevators and
things.
The transformer oil in the switchyard is still on hold until we know
what the future of the switchyard is. We’re still going through that
process.
We continued with removing product around the site. In the
carbon plant since the last meeting we had some dust collectors
in the green-mix plant, and some alumina in the bake furnace
Fume Treatment Centre (FTC) and the silos that needed to be
emptied to collect all that product in preparation for demolition.
Michael Ulph: What is the FTC?
Andrew Walker: Fume Treatment Centre, it’s on the bake
furnace. In the pot rooms we have been cutting access holes in
the duct work so we can inspect how much alumina is in the duct
work, ready for demolition.
Our new power supply for these three buildings, for the owner’s
team, work has been continuing on that. Last meeting, we’d just
put the poles up on Dickson Road, we have now run all the
cable, we just haven’t energized it yet. We had Ausgrid here this
week and they’ve done an inspection on the new installation and
where we are connecting it to in the existing substation.
Everything looks ok, we still have a little bit of work to do on the
earthing side of things but we are ready to energise in midFebruary. We need a diesel generator for a couple of days while
we are doing that.
We are also working on isolating all the 11KV coming out of the
switchyard at the back of the site. There are 23 cables we’ve got
to isolate as well as the 415 and 240 volt supplies. We want to
make sure everything is “dead” before we start demolition, for
safety reasons.
We have continued working with our engineering service
provider on the containment cell detailed design. Preliminary
design is now complete, we are reviewing the drawings. We are
working on the constructability, and we have another workshop
tomorrow. Then we will go into detailed design. The liner testing
is now at 6 months, and we’ve just got the latest set of results
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but we haven’t had the chance to go through them yet, with the
people doing the testing we will look at that during our workshop
tomorrow. All that work should be finished by March next year.
This is an example of what the cell will look like. You will notice
these green lines are actually internal bunds and there’s two
sumps here, within each of these four compartments there is a
leachate collection system that drains into these two sumps.

The idea of that is as we start to fill the cell with waste, we can
fill one compartment. We can then cover it with a temporary
cover to minimise leachate generation, and any compartments
that are empty, if we have a rain event, that will just be
stormwater because it’s all separated into bunds and that can go
into our site stormwater system, where the leachate will be
transferred from the sumps into the leachate collection point
here. Then that will be transferred to the treatment plant, where
we have to reduce the fluoride levels down to the acceptable
limits.
These other three ponds were for stormwater collection.
Michael Ulph: Is that because you take a little while to place
material in one quarter of that area?
Andrew Walker: Yes. To fill the whole cell, it’s looking like it will
take about six months. Most, 80% of this is the capped waste
stockpile material, and we are going to get rain events during
that six-month period so we need to plan for that.
We are still evaluating whether we do the [leachate] treatment
on site or use an offsite contractor. A water treatment contractor.
If we do it on-site we’re considering having the treatment plant in
a central location. Probably behind this building here which will
be half-way between the capped waste stockpile and the cell,
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you can transport, pump leachate to a central location, where
you have power.
Richard Brown: It is probably fair to say that one of the key
features of the constructability of this process is how to
minimised the risks of leachate generation at both the capped
waste stockpile and then at the containment cell. It’s about
managing cover. Pulling back the cover from the capped waste
stockpile and dispose the waste in one go. It’s done
progressively and waste is transferred in a way that minimises
the opportunity for any leachate to be generated.
Darrin Gray: Starting on the downhill side?
Richard Brown: No it starts on the uphill side because you use
gravity. There are four compartments and you can kind of see
the features on the map are access ramps into the cell.
Michael Ulph: Is the pale green area to contain anything?
Andrew Walker: It’s batter, like a bund.
Michael Ulph: If you are looking down, the square area would
be the actual area with the contained materials?
Richard Brown: That’s the base.
Michael Ulph: So is the batter around that VENM?
Richard Brown: It would be lined the same way.
Andrew Walker: It is the sloping sides.
Brad Wood: How do you load the material without damaging the
lining?
Andrew Walker: Normally on the liner they put down smooth
stone, sometimes they use river gravel or it could be concrete
that has been processed so that it’s not too jagged. Then you
push that out with the machine before you drive on it.
Richard Brown: They test it. It was one of the things that we
looked at when we went down to the lab in Melbourne. They test
the fabric. They take whatever material you are going to place as
that first layer and they do a test where they put that material on
the liner and compress against it and they look at the
deformation in the liner to see if there is any penetration in the
liner and from that they can design the specification for that
material to be placed on there. The other thing we are
considering is we’ve got other material that will be placed in the
cells that is not full of large jagged pieces. It can be soils for
example, they are obviously softer and can be rolled out and you
are creating a buffer layer in between the actual liner material
and whatever rough, jagged pieces would then go on.
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Darrin Gray: So a truck will drive in and back up?
Richard Brown: It’s probably dumped like a tip face, so trucks
don’t drive on the liner itself.
Andrew Walker: We have been removing assets as well so we
were able to sell this building here, the cruciable cleaning facility.
The photo shows the crane being removed, we used a local
contractor from Newcastle, to help us with dismantling the
building.
We also were able to sell two of the assets out of the cast house
that were installed in 2005/2006. Hydro invested quite a bit of
money in the cast house in that period. These were the PFA
Caster and the Hertwich Saw.
We used a specialist asset relocation company from the UK.
Everything had to be matched marked and labelled, like every
hydraulic pipe, wire, nuts and bolts, every connection had to be
marked AA, or BB or whatever. That company helped us with
that, a Kurri firm did the actual work under their direction.
Michael Ulph: What does PFA stand for?
Andrew Walker: Primary Foundry Alloy.
Toby Thomas: Where do they go to?
Andrew Walker: To plants in Norway, Hydro plants.
Michael Ulph: ODT?
Andrew Walker: That is a company name, they are the
manufacturer of that caster machine, they are based in
Melbourne. The difficult part was that everything on this machine
was in 6 metre lengths, as it was trucked up from Melbourne, the
standard twenty-foot shipping container only takes 5.7m. We
had to go the next size up the 40 footer. Tried to fill up the rest of
the space with smaller pieces. Where this machine *Andrew
points to the Hertwitch saw photo*, everything was in 5.7m
lengths. It will all fit nicely, either 5.7 or 11.4m.
They finished a week early, finished, packed up and cleaned up
by tomorrow. It’s good that we can sell those assets and not
scrap them.
Stage 1 demolition, we are very close to awarding the contract.
We are still negotiation commercially with tenderers and we are
hoping by the next meeting to let you know who has been
successful with the contract. We are hoping that work can start
late February after we have done the isolations in the switch
yard to isolate the power.
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Richard Brown: The approvals for the remediation, demolition, I
don’t think those words have actually changed from last month.
We are still waiting for the Department of Planning to finalise
their submission to us which we can respond to. We are having
some ongoing discussions with the EPA. They’ve given us a
draft of their submission and we are having discussions around
several issues within that. We’ll continue to have those
discussions and when the Department of Planning issues its
submission we’ll respond to that.
The spent pot lining recycling, we are continuing to move down a
number of different options. We are getting very close to starting
a trial with one option. Working through contractual terms at the
moment. We hope to have something early in New Year with
trial for treatment for that option. We are also looking at a
number of other options where we are going to be doing some
additional material testing and quick performance work on those
options.
On the rezoning, I had a quick chat to Shannon before the
meeting and asked what the big issues were with regards to
rezoning. He said the main issues and discussion over the last
month has been around biodiversity and flooding. There has
been a number of discussions on biodiversity with OEH, both
Councils and the Department of Planning just around the current
state of play with the biodiversity. Ian and Ian, have you got any
other comments about where things are at?
Ian Turnbull: In terms of the biodiversity assessment report,
there are three expert reports that go with it. Those three expert
reports have been to the Office of Environment and Heritage and
last week they have given us feedback on those. We will have to
go back to Shannon and Ecological Australia, and tell them we
have feedback and do another round I suppose.
Richard Brown: Maybe Ian the next point you might want to
give some comments to is on flooding?
Ian Shillington: We have been advised that we have been
successful in getting the money for the flood studies. We got that
a few weeks ago, so we are in the process of preparing a brief
working with OEH and Cessnock City Council to prepare a brief
for that, to send to Shannon before Christmas.
Richard Brown: So the next step is once the brief’s finalised its
go to market in terms of tendering?
Ian Shillington: Yes. We hope early in the new year is what we
expect, to go to the market. We will be doing a joint study
between the two councils.
Michael Ulph: Is that focused around that flood plain in that
particular area?
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Ian Shillington: Yes. The catchment around Wallis and Swamp
creek.
Richard Brown: On the divestment side of things, we continue
to work through a couple of potential purchases for this site. We
have now completed a sort of bidding process, we issued a
request for proposals to some developers and we have received
those proposals. We have had those proposals presented to us
and we are now seeking clarification on a number of issues and
pending the outcome for that clarification, will determine how we
go forward. The next step in that process is still subject to
corporate approval. We have an internal mergers and
acquisitions approval process. Each of the significant steps
requires gateway approval at a corporate level.
We will make a recommendation to corporate, and say “we
believe that Party A is our most suitable candidate for taking the
site forward”. In all likelihood, what that will mean is we will enter
a period where it’s working up the long form documentation for a
transaction at the same time as the party is completing their DD
[due diligence] process. That will take several months to actually
work up until we get to the final decision. Probably towards the
middle or back end of next year before it is actually finalised.
Toby Thomas: Is there a possibility that Hydro would divest
itself of the land before demolition is completed?
Richard Brown: It’s likely that whichever way that the
transaction is structured there will be conditions precedent to the
transfer of title which is more than likely linked to things like
rezoning, achieving a Site Audit Statement and things like
demolition and the like.
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6

Questions and Answers from the CRG / General
Business

Kerry Hallett: With the SPL, I noticed on your slide you said
there is a mix of domestic and international recycling you were
looking at. Is that a more cost effective way to go or is there
nobody in Australia that could do the lot?
Richard Brown: We believe that the best way to get a
guaranteed outcome in terms of timing is to actually diversify our
output.
Kerry Hallett: Why did you just trash the sheds? Why didn’t you
strip the chicken sheds and sell them for second-hand usage?
Richard Brown: I can’t answer that question. It is being
recycled and it is not going to the tip, but in terms of selling for
purposes of re-use I don’t know.
Kerry Hallett: There’s some good stuff in there going to waste.
A lot of the iron is good. Particularly with the timbers because
people are looking for that rustic look.
Richard Brown: Fair comment. I think it has been handled in
relation to everything that we have dealt with on site and our
experience with people buying stuff is not good, it’s actually
pretty tough.
Brad Wood: It would be expensive to sort it too, wouldn’t it?
Kerry Hallett: Not necessarily. When they are actually pulling
them down they are pulling down certain sections at a time.
They just pull the iron off straight into that pile, pull the timbers
down push through the frames then put into that pile.
Andrew Walker: The timbers at Bowditch Avenue were all
rotten with termites. Not sure about Wangara.
Kerry Hallett: Bowditch Avenue they have a big problem with
termites.
Richard Brown: Point taken.
One of our colleagues has put together a video of the activity
over the last 6 months to show you.
Richard Brown:
[Shows video]
Richard Brown: This is part of our documentation of the
process and history of what is going on. Not only is it
documenting the past but current activities so some point in
decades to come there is evidence for what has happened.
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*Alan Gray moved a vote of thanks to Andrew for video*
Carried.
Richard Brown: That’s all we had today. But what Andrew has
shown you is what we have been doing is basically wrapping a
bit of work up over this last few months. We have noticed there
are less cars here now. We’ve had different contractors onsite
with lots of cars in the carpark, only the last couple of mornings
we have seen fewer cars. We are really starting to wrap up
some of the early works and preparation works ahead of the
demolition. Hopefully we come out of the other side of Christmas
and the carpark fills up again because we are starting to begin
the demolition works.
Michael Ulph: Any other questions? Any other business?
Toby Thomas: The mural.
Michael Ulph: Thank you. In relation to the mural, Towns with
Heart have put together a Project Management brief which
details the requirements and cost estimates for the mural for
Hydro to develop the budget to move forward with. That is now
with the Commercial Manager and we will hear back about it
shortly.
Toby Thomas: Leslie Morris was with council yesterday
afternoon and spoke in detail about the murals. It was well
received. With that timeframe wise we are aiming to paint it in
March next year. Does that meet your criteria?
Richard Brown: Yes, not a problem. As long as the commercial
issues there are ok we have no problem with timing wise.
Toby Thomas: I have done a dial before you dig but I have to
chase Telstra. I will over the next few days put four pegs on the
ground where I feel is the logical location and then anyone can
comment before the build. I’m talking with the RMS at the
moment about one at Neath. That shouldn’t be a problem
because it is on RMS land. That will be in 2018. Stanford
Merthyr will be another year apart.
Richard Brown: What is the process in terms with artist
selection and the concept flavour?
Toby Thomas: The committee/group has to work that out. I am
looking after the structure, process and mechanicals.
Richard Brown: In terms of timing, when will that need to be
sorted?
Toby Thomas: Briefing to the artist will be based on what they
need to come up with if you are happy with the figure. It think it
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was about $17,000 with an additional $15,000 allowed for the
artist. If you are happy with that figure.
Richard Brown: What I really hope to get out of this is a high
quality piece of work. What is on there is up to people to decide.
Michael Ulph: We decided in the last meeting that you [TWH]
would draft up an Expression of Interest document that we could
have a look at. That would be a good next step in relation to
finding an artist.
Toby Thomas: Leslie will do that, she deals with the artists, but
we really need to know what needs to be on it.
Michael Ulph: That will be in the notes of the mural committee.
We have some images and some reference material. We’ll
proceed on that basis.
Michael Ulph: Any other general business.
Alan Gray: Are we any closer than about twelve months or so
ago, to using flood plain for a Scout camp? Is that advanced
any?
Richard Brown: We haven’t had any more discussion on that.
Probably when we are looking at any other land uses or in that
period of discussion with these future owners, we would
probably, once we get into the one on one, if we are happy with
that then we would start introducing some of these concepts to
them. The flood level itself obviously will be somewhat
determined, by this new piece of work by the council. It is flood
prone so it’s not like it won’t be developed.
Richard Brown: Given this is our last meeting for the year. I
would like to express my thanks to the committee. It is very
much appreciated for you giving up your time coming here to
help us working through this project. Without the feedback from
the community and the ability to communicate to the community
through the committee the project wouldn’t be as advanced and
structured the way it is.
I’ve had my boss out here this week and one of the features of
discussion was engagement with community and I feel that this
is a good process. I wish you all the best for the Christmas
period and the New Year.
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Meeting close

Meeting closed: 6:44 pm

Next meeting: Thursday 16 February 6:00 pm to 7:30 pm

Alexandra Parker
GHD – Stakeholder Engagement and Social Sustainability
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